Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes
October 2018
AcctMaintenance.dll

6.4.102

10/26/2018

I1712206

I1810143

Corrected logic involved with saving a new record in the BillTo matrix. Also
modified the validation to only report the first invalid record, as well as
indicate which row was the problem.
When using Seradex Financials, messages stating an account is not in your
accounting system can no longer appear.

ActiveM20.dll

6.4.115

10/26/2018

I1712057
I1809199
I1810069

The inventory allocation form will now display a summary of inventory records
instead of each individual record.
The Harmonization Codes combo in the Category Maintenance form is now
sorted in alphabetical order.
Altered item running balance to handle material from an ASN receipt that has
not been processed yet via Receive ASN inventory

AdminTools.dll

6.4.48

10/26/2018

I1807112
I1810009
I1809183

Updated to acquire and download release notes for DBOX components.
Modified web update to correctly handle file date/time based on the time
zone for rar 5.x files.
Release Notes in Web Update will now display the correct list of changes
when the current file is a pre-release file or an msi file.

AutoConfig.dll

6.4.103

10/01/2018

I1810014

6.4.104

10/26/2018

I1809261

I1709024

Corrected an issue with web configured ItemSpecs where it could not
properly handle property values with an apostraphe. It would return an error
when attempting to process these configured line items.
Modified to allow reconfiguring non-regular product lines from the
Reconfigure Tools menu option of the main Estimate and Sales Order
screens.
Removed support for data in the ItemOpDetails table (Item mode labour
schedule).

Config.dll

6.4.167

10/26/2018

I1709024
I1808081

Removed support for data in the ItemOpDetails table (Item mode labour
schedule).
Config will no longer try to process items to master when the items to master
worksheet is empty.

CRM.dll

6.4.127

10/26/2018

I1809021
I1810143

The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.
When using Seradex Financials, messages stating an account is not in your
accounting system can no longer appear.
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DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.228

10/26/2018

I1809230
I1810207
I1809021
I1808293

I1809075
I1809065
I1810012
I1808179
I1805104

New view called sxAppPreferencesExpanded was added to support the new
.net PO.
An issue where loading a line from Concurrent Item Lookup into Work Order
would cause an error has been resolved.
The Smart Finder profile nodes have been removed.
Changed the existing Integrity Check "Calendar - Multiple definitions for one
weekday in a Calendar" to Critical.
Added a new Integrity Check "Calendar - Multiple definitions overlapping by
date in a Calendar"
Routing and Revision fields have been added to the Inventory Valuation by
GL search and its underlying view.
Added "Import Notes" as a new Transaction Type for comments relating to
the import of data.
The sales commissions search has been updated to support launching
invoices on double click.
Eliminated the "AR Entry No" field in the core Invoice Status search, and
replaced it with the "AR Batch" field.
Added 3 new tables for the Ardis integration functionality.
Also added a new profile for the Ardis Integration to the sxSystem database.

DayEndProc.dll

6.4.139

10/26/2018

I1808104

Corrected issue with Inventory posting amounts for AR Credit notes if you
credit more than is returned to inventory and return to inventory is greater
than zero.

I1809261

Modified to allow reconfiguring non-regular product lines from the
Reconfigure Tools menu option of the main Estimate screen.
The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.
The LeadTime field was truncated to 50 characters instead of 15, bringing it
in line with the size of the database field.
Updated to ensure that Cost Override Qty is always in Stock UOM.
The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.
Unprocessed, in process, or error processed lines from Quick Config Batch
Mode and web will no longer be treated as non-config lines for the purposes
of allowing approval, copying, etc in Sales Order, and Estimate.

Estimating.dll

6.4.153

10/26/2018

I1810047
I1806106
I1808188
I1809021
I1809245

InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.88

10/26/2018

I1809265

Altered adjustment to facilitate adjusting out a specific inventory record when
using adjustment from external applications
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Invoice.dll

6.4.146

10/31/2018

I1810047
I1809021
I1801008
I1810286

I1810166

The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.
The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.
Additional splitting of functionality for Invoice, to allow form independent
functions to be called externally.
When deleting a saved invoice detail, ServiceOrder and POInvoice details
will now be checked to ensure they do not have a reference to the detail
being deleted.
Improved performance of loading existing invoices.

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.126

10/26/2018

I1709024
I1808186

Removed support for data in the ItemOpDetails table (Item mode labour
schedule).
Corrected the logic to allow a new item to be chosen on the main Item Editor
form once the Item Master form closes when creating a new item.

JobCosting.dll

6.4.76

10/26/2018

I1810087

The change order grid will now be editable by default on approved jobs.

I1810017

The Total Weight field will now convert to a single unit if there exist UOM
conversions between all weight units of all items on the PO.
The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.
If the user selects a different vendor for the PO, then re-selects the original
vendor, the address it loads will be the one associated with the vendor, and it
will persist on save.
Modified to prevent pasting a block of cells into the grid. All paste actions are
now forced to occur inside a cell (in edit mode).
The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.

PurchaseOrder.dll

6.4.119

10/26/2018

I1810047
I1809004

I1809115
I1809021

Receiving.dll

6.4.130

10/26/2018

I1809021
I1809115
I1803208
I1809146

6.4.131

11/01/2018

I1810324

The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.
Modified to prevent pasting a block of cells into the grid. All paste actions are
now forced to occur inside a cell (in edit mode).
The Sales Order combo in the details spread will now filter appropriately
The vendor return approval validation has been updated to better account for
inventory allocated to the receiving document's target.
An issue where Receiving was unable to load from searches or other
modules has been resolved.

RptDataCollection.dll
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6.4.69

10/04/2018

I1810048

Modified to correct a syntax problem in one of the dynamic queries of the
new cost variance calculation logic that runs upon work order completion.
This is only an issue for consolidated work orders.

I1810047

The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.
Modified to allow reconfiguring non-regular product lines from the
Reconfigure Tools menu option of the main Sales Order screen.
Corrected a problem in the logic that adjust the total serial quantity for serial
finished goods to match the quantity on the work order line or sales order line
when the quantity on the line has been diminished. This only affects clients
that are using the advanced work order lot/serial functionality for finished
goods.
Unprocessed, in process, or error processed lines from Quick Config Batch
Mode and web will no longer be treated as non-config lines for the purposes
of allowing approval, copying, etc in Sales Order, and Estimate.
The Drop Shipment flag can no longer be set for sales orders that are Stock
Items with a Reorder Qty greater than 0.
Updated to ensure that Cost Override Qty is always in Stock UOM, and the
Estimated Unit Cost calculation to ensure it always uses the Cost Override
Qty.
The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.190

10/26/2018

I1809261
I1809079

I1809245

I1809226
I1808188

I1809021

Seradex.Inventory.InventoryConverter.dll

6.4.10

10/26/2018

I1808175

Removed an unnecessary filter condition on deletion to increase
performance.

I1807112

Added the ability to fetch Release Notes for DBOX from the MasterAPI

I1712174

The View > From menu item was added and enabled for the Delivery
Schedule module. The dates of delivery schedule records can now be
filtered by the number of days as set up in the Utilities > Application
Preferences > Form Specific > Shipping Entry Date Filter.

I1712174

The View > From menu item was added and enabled for the Delivery
Schedule module. The dates of delivery schedule records can now be
filtered by the number of days as set up in the Utilities > Application
Preferences > Form Specific > Shipping Entry Date Filter.

Seradex.MasterApi.dll

6.4.3

10/26/2018

Seradex.OrderEntry.Bases.dll

6.4.14

10/26/2018

Seradex.OrderEntry.dll

6.4.13

10/26/2018
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Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.42

10/26/2018

I1804029

6.4.43

11/06/2018

I1811051

Allow multiple operations for the same cell to be visible when applicable for
sub work order.
Shop Floor Execution has been updated so that a split final operation in one
operation chain is not detected as multiple final tracked operations in the
Labour Schedule.

Seradex.Production.Rework.dll

6.4.10

10/26/2018

I1808099

I1809265

Corrected issue with remake whereby if one wishes to reproduce part of a
work order completion and instead of scrapping a consumed material instead
the full amount is salvaged and is done so by setting the scrap qty to zero.
Altered Rework to be able to work with inventory that was allocated to
another owner after intial production

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.9

10/26/2018

I1809265

Altered Rework to be able to work with inventory that was allocated to
another owner after intial production

Seradex.Utilities.IntegrationMgrSystem.dll

6.4.0

10/26/2018

I1805104

Created to include our new Ardis Optimization link generic functionality.

Seradex.Utilities.NonConformanceManagerSystem.dll

6.4.18

10/26/2018

I1809265

I1806137

Corrected issue with the scrap adjustment from non conformance, the
adjustment did work but the display of the adjustment created on reports and
the adjustment screen always showed the material went from 0 as opposed
to the actual on hand.
Corrected issue with the scrap adjustment from non conformance, the
adjustment did work but the display of the adjustment created on reports and
the adjustment screen always showed the material went from 0 as opposed
to the actual on hand.

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeConfigurator.dll

6.4.2

10/26/2018

I1809142

An issue has been resolved where the Appbox Theme Selector would throw
an error if opened from Appbox in an environment that had no sxRuntime
DSN.

Seradex.Win.AppboxThemeSelector.dll

6.4.3

10/26/2018

I1809142

An issue has been resolved where the Appbox Theme Selector would throw
an error if opened from Appbox in an environment that had no sxRuntime
DSN.
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Seradex.Win.DeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.21

10/26/2018

I1712174

The View > From menu item was added and enabled for the Delivery
Schedule module. The dates of delivery schedule records can now be
filtered by the number of days as set up in the Utilities > Application
Preferences > Form Specific > Shipping Entry Date Filter.

I1810012

An include all menu option has been added to the sales commissions search.

Seradex.Win.Financials.dll

6.4.95

10/26/2018

Seradex.Win.IntegrationManager.dll

6.4.0

10/26/2018

I1805104

Created to include our new Ardis Optimization link generic functionality.

Seradex.Win.MaintenanceTools.dll

6.4.2

10/26/2018

I1807112

Updated to acquire and download release notes for DBOX components.

Seradex.Win.QuickConfigurator.dll

6.4.17

10/26/2018

I1810127

Quick config has been expanded to display configured lines with more than
130 properties.

10/26/2018

I1810012

Search has been updated to support further core product enhancements.

10/26/2018

I1806028
I1809021

Conditional support has been added for new interface items.
The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.

I1709024

Removed support for data in the ItemOpDetails table (Item mode labour
schedule).

I1810043

Updated to ensure the profile bar remains on top of OrderStream's main
window.

I1808261

sxLauncher now supports secondary profiles in an sxRuntime.mdb.

Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.70

Shipping.dll

6.4.137

SpecBuilder.dll

6.4.33

10/26/2018

sxControls.ocx

6.4.40

10/03/2018

sxLauncher.exe

6.4.4

10/26/2018
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sxRuntime.mdb

6.4.47

10/26/2018

I1805104

Added a new profile option for Ardis Integration under the Production tab of
the OrderStream profile bar.

10/26/2018

I1810047

The systems currency symbol will now appear in cases where it is not the
dollar sign.

WO has been enhanced to expose Item transfer functionality to .NET.
The ability to open Smart Finder has been removed from all modules.
Corrected a problem in the logic that adjust the total serial quantity for serial
finished goods to match the quantity on the work order line or sales order line
when the quantity on the line has been diminished. This only affects clients
that are using the advanced work order lot/serial functionality for finished
goods.
Modified to ensure that when completing a work order with zero quantity that
has already been completed in terms of quantity, the system does not
complain about inventory still allocated due to rounding discrepancies
between the quantity already transferred and the quantity already completed.
Fixed the column headers and the material transfer tooltip.

sxTaxes.dll

6.4.32

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.171
6.4.172

10/04/2018
10/26/2018

I1809059
I1809021
I1809079

6.4.173

10/31/2018

I1810278

I1810318
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